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Abstract. We investigate the existence of various limits and colimits in three categories: CPJ 
(chain-complete posets and isotone maps); CPC (chain-complete posets and chain-continuous 
maps); CPC* (chain-complete pose& and chain-*continuous maps). Among other things we show 
CPC* to be complete and cocomplete. By way of contrast we show th3t LC* (complete lattices 
and chain- “continuous maps) is neitt‘ir complete nor cocomplete. We also introduce a construe 
tion which yields the chain-completion of a poset and other “completions” as special cases. 
I. Introduction 
Chain-complete pose& are posets in which every chain, including the empty 
chain, has a sup. Chain-complete posets have many of the properties of complete 
lattices (in&ding the existence of fixpoiints). See Markowsky [7] for a detailed 
description af the properties of chain-complete posers. Many authors have used 
conq&te latlices, chain-complete posers and other closely related ordered struc- 
tures in the theory of computation (e.g. see [Z-6, 9-131). 
In this papitt=, we investigate the constructions (in the categorical sense) which are 
possible with chain-complete posers. We show that under identical circumstances it 
is imp0ssibbe to carry out these same constructions using complete lattices. 
We investigate in detail three categories: CPI (chain-complete posets and isotone 
maps); CPC (chain-complete posers and chain-continuous maps, i.e., maps that 
preserve supr of nonempty chains); CPC” (chain-complete posets and chain- 
*continuous maps, i.e., maps that preserve arbitrary sups of chains). Among other 
things, we she;-)w CPC* to be both complek and cocomplete i.5 2x sense of Mitchell 
18) By wa;y k;>f contrast, we show that the categorv LC* (complete lattices and . 
chain-*continuous maps) is neither complete nor cocomplete, lacking sumc and 
equalizers (see Theorem 2.8). 
For additional terminology see Birkilo [I] and Markowsky 171. Our main results 
are summarized in 
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Table I 
Direct limits No No YtS 
lnvcrsc limits YtZS Yes Yes 
Null objects Yes Yes Yes 
Conull objects NO NO Yes 
Zero objects NO No Yes 
Nonempt y sums No No Yes 
Nonempty products Yes Ye:; Yes 
Pushouts No No Yes 
Pulibacks NC No Yes 
Coequalizers NO Yes Yes 
Equalizers No No Yes 
Cocomple te No No Yes 
Complete No No Yes 
Projectives Yes Yes Yes 
injectives Nl-l No NO 
SC --- 
If we let LI (LC) be the full t;;ubcategory of CPI (CPC) whose objects are 
complete lattices. we find that LI (LC) inherits many of the properties of CPI 
(CPC). Furthermore, many of the same proofs are valid in LI (LC). However, the 
corresponding full subcategory of CPC*, LC* is neither complete nor cocomplete 
(see Theorem 2.8). 
In Theorem 2.4, we introduce a construction which generalizes the chain- 
completion in t reduced in [ 7]* 
The author is grateful to Barry Rosen for his stimulating suggestions on 
improving the exposition of this paper. 
2. IMain results 
Notation. Let P be a poset (posets are nonempty by Idefinition). If P has a least 
element, we denote it by 0. If E is an integer, we use yo to denote the set 
{O I t ,***. n -- I} ordered in the usual wa;g. 
Let P and Q be posets, then P G Q (P x Q.. P@Q), the cardinal sum (cardinal 
product, ordirtal sum ) of P and Q. is the poset consisting of the disjoint union 
(Cartesian product; disjoint union) of P and Q and ordered as follows: a 6 b if and 
only if a and b both belong to P or Q and in P or Q, al s 6 ((3, b) < (c. d) if a s c 
and il s d; me 6 b if a s b in P + Q or a EE P and b E Q). For more details on these 
operations see [I]. 
pty Artesian product of chain-complete posets is 
ith respect to the componentwise ordering. In fact, it is easy 
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to see that the Cartesian product together with the usual projection :r).aps 1s the 
product in CPI, CPC and CPC*. Finally, it is easy tc9 see that the one element pow 
is a null object in CPI, CPC, and CPC*. 
Theorem 2.1, CPI and CPC lack conulf objects (and hmce zero objects), nonmnpt~ 
sums, direct limits, equalizers. pushouts, pullbacks. and injectives. 
Proof. Let P be any chain-complere poset. Then P x 2 is also chain-complel.e and 
the maps fi : P -+ P Y 2 (i E 2) given by fi (a) = (a, i) are c,ontinuous and distinct. 
Henc; CPI and CPC lack conull objects. 
We now show that SUITIS and direct. limits need not exist in general in CPI. Similar 
arguments apply to CPC. 
Let P, = (a}, P2 = (b}, PI = {c} 0 ({d} + {e}) @ (f}, and P4 = {g} 63 P,. Supp~9se P, 
and P, had a sum (X, {i,, i?}) with i, : P, - X (j = 1,2) iso:<9ne maps. Let fl : P, ---, P3 
and fz: 3,-+ P, be given by f,(a) = d and f,(b) = e. There exists a unique isotone 
map h :X-4%. such that hoi, =fi for j = 1 ,2. Note that It ((3,) = c. Let i : P7--+ Pa 
be the obvious inclusion and q3 : P, --i, P4 be given by q&x)= x if x# c and 
g3(c) = g. Let +y, = i of, for j = 1.2 and observe that for h I = i 0 h and h2 = +.I0 h, 
hk c i, = 4p, for i..k = 1,2, but hr # h,. Thus X cannot be the sum of P, and & since 
thelre must exist a unique isotone map h’ : X --+ P4 such that h’o iF = q, for j = I, 2. 
Consider the following direct family of CPI : F = ({P, ), _*,.(). {fs,},c, ), where P, = 
( - i} 69 { - i + 1) 0 l 4 l @ (0) @ (I} l l l @ Ii}l and fi,, : P, - P, is just the natural 
inclusion. Let Q1 = : - x)0 Z@(x) and Q2 = ( - x’}OQ,, where 2 is the set of all 
integers with the usual ordering. The natural inclusion maps gn : P, -+ Q1 and 
h, : P, -+ Q2 form a compatible family with E If a direct limit (X. {i,, )) existed for F, 
there would exist irnique maps q : ,Y ----* Q1 and 8 : X -+ Qz such that q 0 i = g,, and 
8 G i,, = h,, for all H. Observe that q (Qy)= -x. Let pl : &-+ Q2 be the natural 
inclusion map and 4): . l QI + Qz be given by p?(x) = x if x # - x and p2( - x) = - 3~‘. 
It is clear that for 8, = p, oq (i = 1,2) we have 0 0 i, = h, contradicting the 
uniqueness of 8, since 8, # 8,. 
We now show that CPI and CPC lack eyualizers. Let PI = {a} and Pz = 
(b} 69 ({c} + (d)) @ {e} and f,. f2 : P, + P, given by _f!(a ) = c and /‘?(a ) = d. Clearly, a 
limit for this diagram does not exist since for any poset (more generally any 
nonempty set) S there cannot be a map g : S --* PI such that fl 01: = f: c go’ 
The fol1owir.g example shows that @PI and CPC lack pullbacks. Let PI = P, = 1 
and A = {a} (_I ({b)+(c))@ (d}. Let fl : P,-+A be given by f,(O) = b and 
f> : P- -3 A git t3n bv f,(O) = c. Clearly, for all posets X and maps g, : X ---, P, 
(I = I. 2) fi O g, f f3..‘-0& ,’ 
The following example shows that CPI and CPC lack pushouts. Let B = 1, 
P, = P, = A oF the preceding paragraph. Let fi : B -b P, (i = l-2) be given 1~) 
fi(O) = b. !+ppo~ts Z was the pushout with maps g, : $ -Z. Consider the 
chain-complete pocet C. whose diagram looks like Fig. 1 and D which is 1 @c. Let 
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hi : Pi -i e be given by h,(b) = b, otherwise hi(x) = x,. There is a unique map 
ii : Z + C such that ih ogi = 12,. Let iI : 6’ ---) D be the obvious inclusion and 
i2 : C-, D the map given by i*(x) = ii(x) if xf 0 and i2(0) = OD. 0bserve that 
since 2 is chain-complete (in particular Z has a least element), h is a surjection. 
NOW iphpfl - i, oh20f2. But the distinct maps il 012 and &h when composed 
with gj yield it ohir contradicting the supposition that 2 is the pushout. 
F.g. 1 
Xn CPI and CPC t5e monomorphisms are exacly the injective map!<. If CPI and 
CPC had injectives (i.e., for every chain-complete poset P, there is a monomorphism 
of P into an injective chain-complete poset:) there wouId be a ch;Gn-complete 
rnjective poset Q containing at least two elements. Let A’ = {a} 0 ({b) + {e )), and 
let A = 3 with the usual ordering. Let f : A ‘+ A be given by f(a) =r 0, j@) = 2, 
and f(c) = 1. Let g : A’ a-+ Q be given by g(u) = g(b) -= O0 and g(c):= x, where x 
is any nopdzero element of Q. Clearly there does not exist any imsotone map 
h : A ---, Q such that h of = g, contradicting the assumption that Q was 
injective. q 
Remark. Since CPl and CPC lack some limits and colimits (e.g., pullbacks and 
pushouts), they are neither complete nor cocomplete. 
Corollary. CPC’ lacks injectives. 
Proof. The proof is identical with that used in Theorem 2.1 for CPI and CPC. 0 
emark. It is easy to see that projectk,s exist in CPI, CPC and CPC”. The only 
projective objects are posets of the form 1 @A” where X is a totally unordered set, 
i.e., the elements of X are mutually incomparable. The details are straightforward 
and left to the reader. 
eorem 2. CPX and CPC have inverse limits. 
ow that CPB’ has inverse limits, but since the proof for C 
similar we will omit it. Let D be a directed set and F =- 
(ff’u 1 Q E bJ3}, {fb, (1 1 a, b E D, b a a)j be an inverse family (in particular 
fa.u :plJ-R is just the identity). Let P = fluEDPu. and rr, : P-+ Pa the usual 
projection map for each a E D. P is a complete poset. 
Let Q = {x E P 1 for all cl, 6 E D with 6 3 a, ITS = fh.$rb(x))). Ue claim that 
(Q, (7r0 1 Q}oFD) is the inverse limit of F. Once we skew that 0 is a chain-complete 
poset, it follows quite easily that we have actually constructed the inverse limit. 
Let S={aEPlfor a,bED with haa, fh.&q,(x))~?Tu(x)). S#t#i. since 
Qp E S. Let C = (x&~ C S be a chain, anrd y = supFC’. Let a, b E D and PI 2 a. 
Then jk(m(y)) . ~sup(fbu(~~(xa))IS~3}~sIIp{~~(xarlSEil}~ n,,(y). Thus 
y E 5 and S is a chain-complete poset. 
Let g : S-6 be given by r&(x))= sup{fb.&rb(x))I 6 2 a). Trre set 
(fh.o(Rh(x))l~ a a} is a directed subset of P,, and has a sup by Corollary 2 of 
Theorem 1 in (71. We now show that g is well-defined, i.e.. that g(S)C S. 
For b 2 Q, fh.u(~*(g(x)))=~~.~(sup(f~.b(~~(x))lc a b )~sup{f,.,(R,(x))lC 3 b) 
=sup{fc.&c(x))Jc aal= nJg(x))* since the set {c I c 2 b} is a cofinal subset of 
{ I c caa). 
Clearly g is isotone. Let r be the set of fixpomts of g. Bv Theorem 9 of [7], r is a 
chain-somplete poset. We claim that Q = r. C$earlv Q ; r. If x E K then for all 
a, b E D with b 3 a, fb.&(m(x))-- > r,Jx). while i<(x) = sup(fb.a(n(x))( b 3 a), 
i.e., fh.J r*(x)) = rr, (x). Thus Q = r, and Q is a chain-complete poset. 0 
Remark. We note here that in the category of all posets with all isotone maps. 
inverse limits do not exist. while direct limits, sums and products do exist. 
Theorem 2.3. CPI lacks coequalizers. 
Proof. Let A be the poset whose Hasse diagram is given in Fig. 2, and B the poset 
whose Hasse diagram is given in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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Let fl : A -+ B be given by f,(cr, ) = 6, and f2 : A -+ B bo given by !:(a,) = 6, and 
f=(a,) = c, 1 for i 2 2‘ Suppose the chain-complete poset X together with the 
isotone map g : B -+ X is a coequalizer. Let c = N@ (e}. where N = (0, 1,2,. . .} is 
the natural numbers ordered in the usual manner, and D = C@ {E’}. The 
map Ct : B + C given hv h (0) = 0, h (6,) = 1, 61 (b,) = 12 (c, ,) = i for a11 i 2 2 is such 
that h of, = h $. Thus there must !le a unique map k : X -+ (C such that k ~g = h. 
Sinse X is chain-complete. k is a surjection. Let m I, rn,, : e -+ D be isotone maps 
such that m,(j)= j for a11 j. but HZ&)= e and mz(e)= e’. Observe that mloh of, = 
m&2 of:, but that ml6 k and m, ok iare two distinct maps which when composed 
with g yield m l 0 h. This contradicts the supposition that X was a coequalizer. Cl 
Denmark. We wi31 show that CPC hatI co<:xahzers. To prove this we introduce a 
construction modeled on the construction (,f the chain-completion in 171. We will 
also use this construction to prove ttiat CPC* is cocompiete. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A and B be posets and f : A -3 B he isotone. 
(a) T12ere exists a cltain-complete poset B,+ and isotone map g : B - BI+ such that 
g of is chuin-* continuous and for all chain-complete posets H and isotone 
mapwj : A m--, H, LY? : B + ff such that aI is chkn-*continuous and aI = a’0 f, there 
is a unique chain-* continuous map h : By+ - H such that h 0 = g = CQ. 
(b’) If B has a least elen2ent, there exists a chain-complete poset Br() and isotone 
map g : B -+ Brl such that g *f is cCzain-continuous and for all chain-complete posets 
H and isotone maps aI : A -+ H, a2 , l B --f H such that cyI is chain-cor2tinuous and 
CyI = cy:s f. there is a unique cl2ain-continuous map h : Brl---+ H such that 12 0 g = a?. 
Note that Bf+ cjnd & are unique up to up to isomorphisnt. 
Proof. (a) The proof depends heavily on techniques &vcloped in [7] and is afmost 
identical in structure to the proof of Theorem 6 in [7] so we wi13 just sketch the 
proof. All terms not defined in this paper can be found there. 
WC define a closure operation y on the subsets of B as follows. If S C B, we set 
S, = (y E B 1 for some x E S, v G x). For anv ordinal cy .B 0, we let So, = {y E B 1 for . 
some chain C CA such kit n = st!psc”, f(OC U,. ,,Sh and .v s f(u)} U 
(1-k I rslSA )- We let y(S) = S,, where a is ke least ‘ordinal 0 such that S,, = S,, + ,. 
Tkn 16 = y*({C C B 1 C is a chain)) in the notation of Definition -! [7]. 
The function g : B - B,- is given by g(a) = y({u}). while h : B,+ -+ H is given by 
[r (S) = suppi cy$Q. The verifacation of the remaining properties asserted in (a) 
s according to the !ines laid out in Theorem 6 in (71. 
en as above by systematically disallowing the empty set. 
o foifow from fa) as follows. Let A ’ = {a} @ A, 
f’ : A ‘--+ BP be @en by f’(~k ) -= b and f’! A = f. It is 
easy to see that (B’),. has t’nr IBM (c)@Q (c@ Q), where Q is chain-complete. 
Let~‘:B’~(R’),~bethenlapof(a)and~:BjQbegivenbyg=g’lS.gtiseasy 
to see ihat g together wirh Q has the property required in $$. q 
Remark. Various instances of Theorem 2.3 are of special interest. Let A = I3 and f 
be the identity. Then Af, is the chaiil-completion A of A (see Definition 6 in [7]). 
Let B be a poset and A be the poset consisting of the elements of B totally 
lrnordered. Let f be the set-theoretical identity. Then f3,. has the property that any 
isotone map of B into a chain-complete poser H extends uniquely to a chain- 
konlinuous map from f3,- into H. One can construct other variations along the 
lines suggested in [7]. 
Theorem 2.5. CPC has coequalizers. 
Proof. Let f, g : P + (b be two chain-continuous maps, where P and Q are both 
ch:Gn-complete pose*s. 
We define a relation - On Q as follows. a - b ifT there exists aI, a?, . . , ak E 0 
and XI,...,& 1 E P such that at = a, ak = 6 and {a,, a,+ ,} C {f(x,), g(xJ). It is easy 
to see that - is an equivalence relation on Q. 
ForallaEQ.welet[a]=(b~Q~a- b}. Consider the relation R defined on 
Q/ - = {[a, I “a E o), bv [a] s [b] if and only if there exist al,. . . , a,Tk E 0 such 
that a - al, 6 - &kq a:, -L n2, +l and a?, +l s a:, +,‘. Clearlv R is reflexive and transitive. 
‘We introduce a relation -* on Q/-- by [a]-*[i] iff [all?(b) and [!$?[a]. 
Clearly, - * is an equivalence relation. 
For each a E Q. we let [[a]]={[b]EQ/- /[+*[6]}. Let ,Q= 
([[cr]] 1 c E 0). It is easv to see that ,Q is a poset with [[a]] s [[b]] iff [a]R[b]. Let I 
T: Q-+ ,Q be given by n(a) = [[a]]. Note that 7~ is isotone. 
at for ,711 x E P, f(x) - g(x). i.e.. [f(x)] = [g(x)], and thus n of = 
G og. Furthermore, r( Ou) is the least element of t Q. 
Suppose 11 : Q -+ T is chain-continuous (T is chain-complete) and h og = h 0 f. 
We claim there exists a uniqw isotone map K * ,Q + R such that 607~. = h. Since n 
i : surjective, K is unique since iY([[a I]) must equal h (a )* We thus need to show that 
tr is isotone and well-defined. 
Consider the map p : Q/ - - T given by p([ u 1) = h (a ). p is well defined since. if 
II - 6, then there exist &,..., ak E 0 and & ,..., & ,E P such that {u,.a,+l}c 
{f(x, ), g (x, )I* Since 12 of = h og, h (a,) = h (a, +,) for all i, i.e., h(a) = Ca (6). Thus p is 
well-defined. Note that if [~]Rjh]. then p([u])~ ,9([6]). Thus [u] --*[b] implies 
that p([a I) = p([6]). i.e.. if ([a]j = [[II]], h(a) = It(b). Thus 6 is well-defined. If 
[[a]] s [[b]], [a]R(b] and h(rr)s h(5). Thus h is isotone. ._ 
We claim that (k 0 IT, ,Qt) (where ,a’: and k : IQ -+ ,Qt are as in Theorem 
2.-F(b)) is a ccjequatizer for /, g : P--, Q. Gicen any ch:Gn-complete poset T a.nd 
duin-coninklous map mi : Q --> T such that aI c f - aI y, thero is a unique isotorle 
CY, : ,Q -+ T such that cyo7r = (Y I. From Theorem 2.3(b) it fc!lows that there exists a 
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Hfr.+_j*aC chain-continuous al : ,a’,‘-+ H such that CY& = ey2. ln particular, 
a\4 “Jr= cyI. At this point, however, there is a subtlety that must not be glossed 
over. To conclude that (k * ~1, ,Qt) is the coequalizer. we must show that for any 
ch,ain-continuous /3 : ,Qy7-+ T such that cyp = fi 0 k 0 7p, fi = cy+ Since p 0 k 0 n = 
a.%* k * n, and w is surjt~fiu~. p 0 k = cy30 k = a2. By uniqueness of LYE we can 
conclude that /3 = cy2. 0 
mark. We will now show zhat CPC* is complete and cocomplete. These results 
twill automatically supply the remaining entries for the table presented at the 
beginning. 
Theorem 2di. CPC* is complete. 
Proof. Final objects in CPC* are just the singleton posets. Thus arbitrary products 
exist, since -for nonempty families products are just Cartesian products with the 
usual projections. Suppose we have a diagram in CPC*, which we will represent as 
a E 4I(fp 1 p E r),pAu where S,p:I’--*A are such that 
fl3 :Ew3,--+ ~PW, is chain-*continuous, i.e., S(p) locates the domain of fP, while p(p) 
locates the codomain of fp. We claim th:u the limit for F is R = (L&r* 1 L),,& 
where L = ix E kE& 1 Q3,!x) = f&%(&)) for all p E r} with 
7p, : floEA P, + Pa being the usual projection map for each y E A. Since each fa is 
chain-*continuous, L # 0, since the zero-element of noEd P, is in L. It is easy to see 
that if C G I, is a chain, then suprIp, C E L. Thus L is a chain-complete poset. It is 
now straightforward to show that R is a limit for F. 0 
Theorem 2.7. CPC’ is cocomp~ete. 
Proof. Tite initial objects (empty sums) are simply the singleton posets (recall that 
a?1 mappings are chain-*continuous). The sum of a nonempty family is just the 
disjoint union, with the least elements of each component identified, together with 
the obvious inclusion maps. Formally, if { Pa},,Ej is the family in question, the sum is 
) where P = tip @ (c,,,(P,, - { 0,)) x (a})) and i, : P, --+ P is given by 
i&i = (x3 j if .+ Opa and ia = Op. 
Let F = ((.s* ),_c y * (fgEl }. p. 6) be a diagram in CPC*, in the notation of Theorem 
2.6. Let U? {i,,)) be the sum constructed above for the family {pU). Qn P we define 
a qu ivalence refationshrp - as follows. For (x. m.), (y, cu2)E 1’ we say 
(x.a,)R(y, CUZ) if and onlv if (x, CYJ = (J. a2) or there exists p E I~ such that m 
) = a+ p(P) = a: and f,+(x) = y. We say xLy if and only if yRx. For x, y E P we 
ite sequence XI,. . . , XI, EP SUCh that X = XI, 
P x, L x, +, or x, R x, t I. Let 
crc 1x1 is the equivalence class of x with respect to - . Fo , y E p, &fine 
sp [y] to mean that t ere exist s E [xl, t E iy] such that s s t. Now define 
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[x] +[y] to mean that there exist r 1,. . . , xk E P :such that [x] = [xl], [y] = [xk] and 
for all 1 s i c k - 1, [x,] Gi [x,~,]. Clearly, + quasiorders Q. Finally, we define 
another equivalence relationship - ’ on P, i.e., x --’ y if and only if [x] s’, [y] and 
(y] ~Jx]. Let R = {[x]‘] x E P} where [xl’ is the equivalence class of x with 
respect to --‘. R is a poset with [xl’s [y]’ meaning [x) +[y). In general, R is not 
complete. 
Let f : F+ R, be given by f(x) = [xl’. Let Rf+ and g : R -+ Rf- be as described in 
Theorem 2.4(a). We claim that the colimit for F is (RI+, {g of0 i, 1 ar E A}). Observe 
first that g ofoila is chain-*continuous. If p E r and x E E&, then 
(x, 8(p))R(f, (x). S(p)). i.e., (x S(P)) -_ CfiJ (0 p(P)). Thus g of0 &I = 
Suppose we are given anv familv (T. { h,,},,EJ ) which is cocompatible with E Since 
(P,(i,}) is the sum of {P_irEJ, there exists a unique chain-*continuous h : P-, T 
such that il, = h 0 i, for each cy E I: We claim the map h ’ : R - T given by 
h’([x]‘) = h(x) is well-defined and isotone. Clearly, x - y implies that h(x) = h(y), 
and [x]s2[y] implies that h(x)6 h(y). In short, ‘6’ is isotone and h’of= h. Thus 
there exists a rdniq~te chain-“continous map h” : Rf- ---f T such that h”o g = h’. In 
particular, h”‘Dg 0 jo i, = h’+i, = h oi, = h, for all cy. To conclude that CPC’” is 
cocomplete *ve must show that k = h”. Since P is the sum of (Pa}, k y of = jr = 
h”og of. Since f is surjective, k og = h”og, which bv the uniqueness of h” impiies . 
that h”= k. 0 
Remark. The follcAng theorem shows that in general, chain-*continuous maps do 
not preserve lattice structure under limits and colimits. Reca!l that LC* is the full 
category of CPC’ whose objects are all complete lattices. 
Theorem 2.8. LC* backs sums arad equalizers, i.e., LC* is neither complete nor 
cocom plere. 
Proof. Let L I = L2 = 2 ordered’as usual. Su se (X,{f{, f?)) with fi : L, --j X is the 
sum. Let L, = ((4 @ ({b) + {cl)) @ 14 and 
Let gl : L-+ L4 be the natural inclusion and g,: L,-+ L, be given by g2(x) = x if 
xf d. while g:(d) = e. Finally let h,: I..,- L, and hz: L2-+ Li be given by h,(O)= 
1240) = a /z:(l) = b, h,(l) = c. Let h : X - L be the unique map such that 
h ofi = h,. Note that h is surjective since h (f,( 1) v &( 1)) = d. Let h 1: L, -+ L4 
( ’ = 1,2) ke given bv h:= g,o h,. Clearly. the two distinct maps glo h and g2o h 
ihen compoied with fi yield h :, contradicting the suppi:-sition that (X, (f,, f2}) ws 
the sum of LI and L?. 
e the: lattice corresponding t:j the Hasse diagram shown in Fig. 4 and Lz 
the lattice co,rresponding to the Hasse diagram shown in Fig. 5. Let f, : L -+ l-2 and 
f2 : L, ---, L2 be given by f,(O) = f-(O) = 0, f,(a) = f?(a) = U, f,(b) = f.@) = V. f,(c) = _ 
13-t G. Mmkowskp 
W, j2(c) = X, f,(d) = f,(d) = Z, f,(e) = j2(e) = Y and fl,fl,.= j41) = 1. Let (X,(g)) 
with g : X + L, be the equalizrr for ((L,, Ez). (f&j) 
I 
z Q Y X 
W 
U 0 v 0 
Fig. S. 
We claim that g(X) = (0, a, b, d, e, 1). Clearly, g(X) C (0, G’, b, d, e, 1) = B, since 
fpg =fpg. For t E B, let h : 2-, L, (2 is ordered as usual) be given by k(O) = 0 
and k(l)= t. Since there exists h’:2-+X such that gob’= h, tEg(X). 
Wc claim that g is injective. Suppose for some t E B, g-‘(f) 3 {yl, y2) with 
~r7Cy~.Leth:2~L,begivenbyh(O)-=Oandh(l)=r.L.eth::L-~X(i=1,2)be 
given by h:(O) = 0 and h r(l) = JJ,. Thus we get two distkt maps which composed 
with g y&d h, contradicting the supposition that X is an equalizer. 
Thus X consists of six elements {O,, u,. bx, dx, e,, 1. }, where g(tx ) = !. Since g is 
isstone a: P b, P ax and & 6 e, ,# d,. 
Let L, be as earlier in the proof ant! tz : I.,--+ L! givi’n by h(a) = 0. h(6) = a, 
h(c) = b and h (d) = d. Since fl 3 h = f2 0 h we have an isotone map h ’ : L,-+ % such 
h. This implies that 8, 2 a,, b,. Similarly, e, 2 a,, b,. Thus A’ has t9e 
masse diagram given in Fig. 6, which is impossible since X must be a lattice. 0 
Cittegoriex of chczin -complete posets 13s 
‘, 
dx 6 3 e, Ox bx Oa 
Fig. 6. 
Remark. One can show by an argument similar to Theorem 2.2 that LC* has 
inverse limits. 
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